Abstract: This paper presents a decentralized Web-based architecture designed to support the development of distributed, dynamic, context-aware and interoperable services and applications. The architecture enables the detection and notification of changes over the Web of Data by means of a content-based publish-subscribe mechanism where the W3C SPARQL 1.1 Update and Query languages are fully supported and used respectively by publishers and subscribers. The architecture is built on top of the W3C SPARQL 1.1 Protocol and introduces the SPARQL 1.1 Secure Event protocol and the SPARQL 1.1 Subscribe Language as a means for conveying and expressing subscription requests and notifications. The reference implementation of the architecture offers to developers a design pattern for a modular, scalable and effective application development.
Introduction
In the last couple of decades, the World Wide Web, initially conceived of to share human-friendly information, has been growing into a new form: the Semantic Web [1], intended as a global Web of Data, which can be interpreted and processed directly by digital machines. In 2006, Tim Berners-Lee published a document on Linked Data claiming to be "the unexpected re-use of information the value added by the Web" (Tim Berners-Lee, Linked Data, 2006, https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/ LinkedData.html) and providing a set of rules on how to publish data on the Web (such as URI (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3986), HTTP (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2616), RDF (https: //www.w3.org/TR/rdf11-concepts/) and SPARQL (https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-overview/). In 2009, the Linked Data concept and relative technologies, along with an assessment of the Web of Data evolution, have been further described in [2] . By that time, research efforts on developing Linked Data have been made in several directions, including standards (e.g., SPARQL 1.1 Protocol (https://www. w3.org/TR/sparql11-protocol/), SPARQL 1.1 Query language (https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-query/), SPARQL 1.1 Update language (https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-update/), JSON-LD (https: //json-ld.org/spec/latest/json-ld/), Linked Data Platform 1.0 (https://www.w3.org/TR/ldp/)), ontologies and vocabularies (e.g., OWL (https://www.w3.org/TR/owl2-primer/), CIDOC-CRM (http://www.cidoc-crm.org/Version/version-6.2.1), W3C OWL Time (https://www.w3.org/TR/ owl-time/), Semantic Sensor Network Ontology (https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-ssn/), schema.org org/WoT/) working group and by the Linked Data Notifications (https://www.w3.org/TR/ldn/) released in 2017 that provide the recommendation to enable notifications over Linked Data.
In this paper, we propose a decentralized Web-based software architecture, named SEPA (SPARQL Event Processing Architecture) built on top of the authors' experience acquired developing an open interoperability platform for smart space applications [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . SEPA derives and extends the architecture presented in [22] through the use of standard Linked Data technologies and protocols. It enables the detection and communication of changes over the Web of Data by means of a content-based publish-subscribe mechanism where the W3C SPARQL 1.1 Update and Query languages are fully supported respectively by publishers and subscribers. SEPA is built on top of the SPARQL 1.1 Protocol and introduces the SPARQL 1.1 Secure Event protocol and the SPARQL 1.1 Subscribe Language as a means for conveying and expressing subscription requests and notifications.
In particular, assuming an event as "any change in an RDF store", SEPA has been mainly designed to enable event detection and distribution. The core element of SEPA is its broker (see Figure 1 ): it implements a content-based publish-subscribe mechanism where publishers and subscribers use respectively SPARQL 1.1 Updates (i.e., to generate events) and SPARQL 1.1 Queries (i.e., to subscribe to events). In particular, at subscription time, subscribers receive the SPARQL query results. Subsequent notifications about events (i.e., changes in the RDF knowledge base) are expressed in terms of added and removed query results since the previous notification. With this approach, subscribes can easily track the evolution of the query results (i.e., the context), with the lowest impact on the network bandwidth (i.e., the entire results set is not sent every time, but just the delta of the results). The SEPA broker design is detailed in Section 4. In this paper, we propose the SPARQL 1.1 Secure Event (SE) Protocol and the SPARQL 1.1 Subscribe Language presented, along with the mechanisms to support client and server authentication, data encryption and message integrity, in Section 3. The SPARQL 1.1 SE Protocol allows agents to interact with the broker like with a standard SPARQL Protocol service (also know as the SPARQL endpoint), but at the same time, it allows one to convey subscriptions and notifications expressed according to the SPARQL 1.1 Subscribe Language. SEPA provides developers with a design pattern where an application is constituted by a collection of agents. As shown in Figure 1 , each agent plays a specific role within an application (i.e., producer, aggregator or consumer) and can be shared among different applications. While a producer publishes events by means of a SPARQL 1.1 Update, a consumer is subscribed to specific events through a SPARQL 1.1 Query. An aggregator plays both roles: it is subscribed to events and generates new events based on the received notifications. The application design pattern introduced by SEPA, along with the application domains that may benefit from the adoption of this model, are presented in Section 5. Section 2 frames our proposal within the technologies and alternative solutions we have identified in the literature, while overall conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Related Work
The architecture presented in this paper can be framed within the research topics known as stream reasoning [23] , linked stream data processing [24] and content-based publish-subscribe [25] . To the best of our knowledge, the Linked Data concept and relative technologies were formalized for the first time in [2] . As concerns Linked Data dynamics, [3] provides a deep insight into aspects like discovery, granularity level, description of changes, detection algorithms and notification mechanisms related to detect, propagate and describe changes in Linked Data. In particular, with reference to the notification mechanism, some approaches are compared and divided into two classes: pull-based and push-based. With reference to pull-based approaches, the most recent one seems to be the Linked Data Notifications protocol, for the first time presented in [26] . In [27] , the authors discuss the Web of Data Streams and present a set of requirements to be met by an infrastructure to exchange RDF streams on the Web. In particular, the "keep the data moving" requirement states that architectures "must prioritize active paradigms for data stream exchange, where the data supplier can push the stream content to the actors interested in it". SEPA meets this requirement, as well as all the other requirements stated in [27] , and it provides a push-based mechanism (i.e., based on the SPARQL 1.1 Secure Event and SPARQL 1.1 Subscribe Language herein proposed) through the publish-subscribe paradigm. However, at the same time, the SEPA broker reference architecture is open for implementing also pull-based mechanisms (e.g., Linked Data Notifications) and providing adaptive push-pull techniques like the one presented in [28] .
The publish-subscribe paradigm [25] is an essential brick in the development of modern, distributed applications. This communication paradigm contemplates the existence of two types of clients (i.e., publishers and subscribers), respectively devoted to produce data and consume only those matching the client declared interest. One of the main advantages of this paradigm is the full decoupling in space and time of the involved entities that do not need to know each other and be online at the same time. Furthermore, publishers and subscribers also benefit from a synchronization decoupling: they still performs their tasks, while asynchronously generating events or receiving notifications. For example, Baldoni et al. in [29] adopt the publish-subscribe paradigm as the communication means among a set of processes and propose a framework based on a limited set of primitives (i.e., publish, subscribe, unsubscribe and notify) that contains all the essentials of the paradigm.
However, the publish-subscribe paradigm itself is not enough to have a complete definition of the semantics of data. We believe that Semantic Web technologies could play a significant role in defining the data semantics, and among all the solutions we have been able to discover, in the following, we summarize the ones closest to our approach. Initial solutions for Semantic Web-based publish-subscribe are presented by Wang et al. [30] and Chirita et al. [31] , while a first attempt to use SPARQL as the subscription language is presented in [32] . Another early SPARQL-based RDF stream processing proposal is streaming SPARQL [33] , where the authors propose to extend SPARQL with time-windows like in continuous SPARQL (C-SPARQL) [34] , SPARQLStream [35] , event processing SPARQL (EP-SPARQL) [36] , continuous query evaluation over Linked Data streams (CQELS) [37] and Sparkwave [38] . A time-window specifies the triples for which the query is executed. It can be defined either by the number of triples (last triples from the stream) or the time (e.g., the last 15 min). The window specification defines also how often the window is updated and consequently the frequency of query evaluation. C-SPARQL is a language for expressing persistent SPARQL queries over RDF streams, and in addition to the extensions for windows, it extends SPARQL 1.0 with support for time management and aggregations. SPARQLStream differs from Streaming SPARQL and C-SPARQL in three ways. First, the SPARQLStream only considers time-based windows, whereas Streaming SPARQL and C-SPARQL support also windows defined by a concrete number of triples. Second, the SPARQLStream enables windows to be defined into the past in contrast to Streaming SPARQL and C-SPARQL, where the windows always start from the present. The third difference is that the SPARQLStream proposes window-to-stream operations that are used to transform a stream of windows into a stream of RDF triples with timestamps. The EP-SPARQL focuses on the detection of RDF triples in a specific temporal order, and it proposes several binary operations that can be used to combine RDF graph patterns in a temporal-sensitive manner. EP-SPARQL does not enforce the use of windows, but instead, it provides an optional SPARQL function that can be used inside the FILTER pattern to create time windows by setting time intervals for which the query is active. CQELS uses its own native processing model in the query engine that transforms SPARQL into logic rules, Rete networks or data suitable for standard stream processing engines. This makes it possible to have full control of the query execution plan, and it is used in practice to dynamically reorder operators based on changes in the input data. Sparkwave is based on the Rete algorithm [39] that provides a generalized solution to perform pattern matching, where facts are matched against rules. In this case, the facts are presented with RDF triples and rules with persistent SPARQL queries. There are four notable aspects that differentiate SEPA from the window-based SPARQL streaming approaches presented above. First, the SEPA does not use windows to define the triples for which the query is evaluated (i.e., we concentrate on real-time evaluation of events within the whole system). Second, SEPA fully supports SPARQL 1.1 both to generate (i.e., update) and subscribe (i.e., query) to events, and it is based on the W3C SPARQL 1.1 Protocol (i.e., it would be transparent to clients performing SPARQL 1.1 Updates and SPARQL 1.1 Queries). Third, instead of processing individual RDF triples coming from specific RDF streams, SEPA is based on an interaction model where any agent can trigger events by modifying the context of the system with SPARQL 1.1 Update Language operations. Fourth, the SEPA broker detects how the results have changed from the initial query results, whereas the window-based approaches provide the whole result set whenever it is modified in any way. Because of these fundamental differences in the SPARQL event processing approaches, also the implementations of the event processing mechanisms and algorithms are totally different.
Other research works focusing on using SPARQL as a subscription language include the one by Groppe et al. [40] , EventCloud [41, 42] , INSTANS [43, 44] , semantic event notification service (SENS) [5, 6, 45, 46] and Smart-M3 [47] (i.e., Suomalainen et al. [48] proposed a secure broker, called RIBS. Galov et al. [49] have developed the CuteSIB , focusing on extensibility, dependability and portability. Viola et al. [12] proposed pySIB , targeted especially at resource-constrained computing platforms.). The approach presented in [50] focuses on providing a secure publish-subscribe mechanism for the management of complex supply chains in enterprises based on RDF. They use the same authorization framework used by SEPA (i.e., the OAuth 2.0 Authorization Framework, https://tools.ietf.org/html/ rfc6749), suggesting also other solutions, like WebID (https://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/webid/ spec/). They adopt WebSub (https://www.w3.org/TR/2018/REC-websub-20180123/) (formerly PubSubHubBub) as a mean for conveying notifications, the same notification mechanism is used by Passant and Mendes [51] .
Research efforts on developing Linked Data, and in particular detecting Linked Data changes, would have an impact on the development of real applications as much as Web standards will be adopted and promoted. The main Web players, including W3C, are pushing in this direction by promoting standards and defining ontologies and vocabularies. The SPARQL 1.1 Secure Event Protocol and the SPARQL 1,1 Subscribe Language proposed in this paper go in that direction.
SPARQL 1.1 Secure Event Protocol and Subscribe Language
The SPARQL 1.1 Secure Event (SE) Protocol (http://mml.arces.unibo.it/TR/sparql11-se-protocol. html) wraps the SPARQL 1.1 Protocol to support subscriptions and secure communications. The SPARQL 1.1 SE Protocol aims to transparently support the HTTP methods, provided by the SPARQL 1.1 Protocol, for conveying SPARQL 1.1 Queries and Updates. As shown in Figure 2 , this is obtained by complementing these two languages with a third one: the SPARQL 1.1 Subscribe Language (see Sections 3.1-3.3). For instance, according to the SPARQL 1.1 Service Description (https: //www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-service-description/), this could be specified by a SEPA broker through the sd:languageExtension and sd:supportedLanguage properties. Furthermore, subscriptions need a two-way asynchronous communication between subscribers (i.e., to issue subscribe and unsubscribe requests) and the SEPA broker (i.e., to provide notifications). SEPA is mainly focused on pushing notifications to agents in order to deal with high frequency changes and to provide high;y reliable agents synchronization. The SEPA broker reference implementation adopts the WebSocket protocol (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6455) for conveying subscribe/unsubscribe requests and notifications, but other protocols like MQTT (http://docs.oasis-open.org/mqtt/mqtt/v3.1.1/mqtt-v3.1.1.html) or COAP (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7252) can be easily supported. Furthermore, according to [28] , the push mechanism can be complemented by a pull mechanism (e.g., the one provided by Linked Data Notifications [26] ). The SPARQL 1.1 Subscribe Language (http://mml.arces.unibo.it/TR/sparql11-subscribe.html) complements the SPARQL 1.1 Update and Query Languages in order to express subscribe/unsubscribe requests and notifications. The language can be used by those agents who want to subscribe to changes in the content of an RDF store (i.e., aggregators or consumers, as shown in Figure 1 and detailed in Section 5). The following requirements have been assumed:
• The content of a subscribe request is the same as the one of a SPARQL 1.1 Query;
• At subscription time, an agent receives the complete set of query results;
• A notification includes the added and removed results since the previous notification;
• A client may activate more than one subscription at the same time;
• A notification refers to a specific subscription;
• Notifications related to the same subscription must be differentiated by an incremental index.
The language presented in this paper includes the minimum set of messages required to implement the above requirements and can be extended in the future if needed. This section presents a JSON (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7159) serialization of the SPARQL 1.1 Subscribe Language. Other type of serializations may be implemented.
Concerning the security aspects, these are addressed by the SPARQL 1.1 SE protocol providing:
• Client authentication based on OAuth 2.0, • Data encryption, server authentication and message integrity. Figure 3 gives an overview of the interactions between a client and a broker. Every client requiring a secure communication must first register to obtain its own credentials (Step 1). Registration can be performed once, and policies on managing multiple registrations are considered application specific (please refer to Section 3.4 for more details). The client credentials are then used to obtain (or renew) a JSON Web Token (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7519) (Step 2), as further described in Section 3.5. A valid token can be used by a client to: (i) perform updates and queries (Step 3), according to the SPARQL 1.1 Protocol; (ii) subscribe and unsubscribe (Step 4), using the SPARQL 1.1 Subscribe Language (see Sections 3.1-3.3). 
Subscribe Primitive
A subscribe request is expressed as shown in Listing 1. The value of the sparql member must be a SPARQL 1.1 Query; the value of the authorization member (if present) must be a Bearer JSON Web Token; and the value of the alias member (if present) is a string representing a friendly name of the subscription. The sparql member is required, while the other two are optional. The authorization member is only required for secure operations (see Section 3.6), and the value of the alias member, if present, will be included in the subscribe response.
If the subscribe request is successfully processed, the SEPA broker replies as shown in Listing 2. The value of the spuid member is an URI. It is used to identify the corresponding notifications, and it must be present. The alias member (if present) has the same value of the corresponding alias member of the subscribe request. The use of the alias member is recommended if the client sends multiple subscribe requests. In fact, subscribe responses are not supposed to arrive with the same order as the corresponding requests have been issued. Using an alias, the client will be able to relate each response to the corresponding request, and as a consequence, it will be able to relate each notification with the corresponding subscribe request. The value of the sequence member will be always zero (i.e., the response to a subscribe request can be considered the first notification). Eventually, the value of the addedResults member corresponds to the results of the SPARQL query specified in the request, according to the SPARQL 1.1 Query Results JSON format (https://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-results-json/), while the value of the removedResults will be always empty (i.e., at subscription time, the results will be always new results).
In the case of error, the SEPA broker is expected to reply as shown in Listing 11.
Unsubscribe Primitive
A client may request to remove a specific subscription. This can be done by sending a message like the one shown in Listing 3. The spuid member value is the subscription URI provided by the subscribe response message. The value of the authorization member (if present) must be a Bearer JSON Web Token. The former member is required, while the latter is only required for secure primitives (see Section 3.6). The SEPA broker replies to an unsubscribe request with the message shown in Listing 4. In case of error, it is expected to reply as shown in Listing 11.
Notification
As described in Section 3.1, at subscription time, an agent receives the entire SPARQL query result set (i.e., initial bindings). In order to keep track of the following changes in the result set, the agent is notified of the bindings added and removed since the previous notification (i.e., or since subscription time in case of the first notification). The effect of this is two-fold: the network overhead is optimized (i.e., it is unnecessary to send the entire result set every time), and the notification processing is simplified (i.e., the agent only needs to add and remove from its result set the added and removed bindings, respectively). The notification content is expressed as shown in Listing 2. The value of the spuid member is the URI of the subscription that generates the notification, and it corresponds to the one received by the agent at subscription time (see Section 3.1). The value of the sequence member is a number, initialized at zero at subscription time and incremented by one at every new notification of the same subscription. Eventually, the values of the addedResults and removedResults members are both in the form of the SPARQL 1.1 Query Results JSON Format (see Section 3.1).
Client Registration
Registration allows a client to obtain the credentials needed to request (or renew) a JSON Web Token. Every SEPA implementation must support the client credentials authorization grant. Other authorization grants and registration mechanisms may be supported. To obtain the credentials, a client must own an application-specific identifier, known as client_identity. The client_identity may correspond to the device serial number, the MAC address, the Electronic Product Code, an e-mail or any other sort of identifier defined by the application, even a TPM key (https://www.iso.org/ standard/66510.html). This allows devices to register also without human intervention. For the scope of this paper, registration can be done once. Multiple registration requests (i.e., using the same client_identity) are not allowed: multiple registration policies and mechanisms are out of the scope of this paper and are considered implementation dependent.
A client can issue a registration request with an HTTP POST over TLS (https://tools.ietf.org/ html/rfc5246), as shown in Listing 5. A SEPA broker must provide a JSON response as shown in Listing 6. The JSON object contains the client credentials (client_id and client_secret) and the signature. The signature shall be used by the client to verify the JWT.
Client Authentication
Once a client has registered and holds the credentials, it can request a JWT by sending an HTTP POST like the one shown in Listing 7. The authorization header uses the HTTP basic authentication scheme (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2617) having as the value the base64 encoding (https://tools. ietf.org/html/rfc4648) of the string "client_id:client_secret". A SEPA broker implementation must respond to a token request with a JSON object like the one shown in Listing 8. The response contains the following members: access_token is the JWT, token_type to specify the token type (i.e., the default is bearer) and expires_in, representing the number of seconds after which the token will expire. Once a token is expired, the client can request a new token by using its credentials. Requesting a token while the current one is not expired generates an error.
Secure Primitives: Query, Update, Subscribe and Unsubscribe
Secure requests are authorized through JWT and sent over TLS connections (e.g., HTTPS or WSS). For HTTPS requests (i.e., updates or queries), clients must add to the SPARQL 1.1 Protocol request the authorization header as shown in Listing 9. For WSS requests (i.e., subscribes and unsubscribes), the JWT is assigned to the authorization member of the request as shown in Listing 3 (i.e., the same applies for unsubscribes; see Listing 1).
Error Responses
In the case of error, the SEPA broker replies with a JSON object like the one shown in Listing 11. If it applies, the use of the HTTP status codes is recommended.
Broker Design
The modular design of the SEPA broker allows one to support new protocols, mechanisms and algorithms for enabling subscriptions over the Web of Data. A reference implementation of the broker is available on GitHub (https://github.com/arces-wot/SEPA). As shown in Figure 4 , the broker architecture is layered in three parts: gates, scheduler and core. The following sections provide details on the different parts of the broker.
Protocols And Dependability
The gates layer implements the SPARQL 1.1 SE Protocol (see Section 3): it create requests (i.e., update, query, subscribe and unsubscribe) for the scheduler and delivers responses and notifications. As shown in Figure 4 , the SEPA broker reference implementation provides two gates: HTTP(S) and WS(S), both supporting also the Transport Layer Security (TLS) Protocol. The former processes updates and queries according to the SPARQL 1.1 Protocol, while the latter uses the WebSocket protocol for conveying subscription requests and notifications. The HTTP gate is based on the non-blocking, event-driven I/O model based on Java NIO, provided by the Apache HTTP Components (https://hc.apache.org/), while the WebSocket gate is based on the Java WebSockets library by TooTallNate (https://github.com/TooTallNate/Java-WebSocket). Other protocols like MQTT, COAP or Linked Data Notification can be supported by implementing the corresponding gates. SEPA aims to provide a minimum level of dependability [52] through the Dependability Manager. On the one hand, it implements the security policies and mechanisms presented in Section 3. In a real-world scenario, the OAuth 2.0 Authorization Server would be different form the Resource Server (i.e., the SEPA broker). Clients who need secure access to the SEPA broker would register and get a valid token from such an external service (e.g., https://auth0.com). However, at the same time, to provide an off-the-shelf solution for testing SEPA security, the reference implementation of the Dependability Manager implements the client credentials grant type and uses JSON Web Tokens (JWT) (i.e., the reference implementation uses the APIs provided by Connect2Id, https://connect2id. com/products/nimbus-jose-jwt). On the other hand, reliability is achieved with simple, but effective methods of failure detection in the communication between the broker and subscribed agents. This property is important to grant the general dependability of the connection, but also, it is functional, on the broker side, for cleaning unused resources. In this sense, the WebSocket protocol used by the reference implementation embeds a failure detection mechanism. In fact, thanks to the ping-pong controls frames, the broker and the agents can recognize a failure (i.e., a broken connection) and react accordingly to some fault-tolerant policies. Furthermore, the broker can exploit this information to free unused resources created by agents that have been disconnected in an unexpected way, avoiding a negative impact on the performance. Overall, the protocol and the broker architecture must support the development of distributed applications with some degree of availability and resilience. Therefore, future implementations of new gates should at least implement a basic fault detection mechanism to recognize disconnections or node failures.
Requests Scheduling and Responses Dispatching
The scheduler layer implements the scheduling mechanisms and policies. In the reference implementation, requests are scheduled as FIFO, and the scheduler can be configured with a maximum number of pending requests (i.e., the size of the FIFO queue). The scheduler implements also the dispatching of responses coming from the core layer by forwarding the correct response to the correct gate, which will then send back the response to its client. The same applies to notifications. The requests coming from the gates layer may also be scheduled according to load balancing policies (e.g., processing may performed also on a different machine), and the scheduler may deny requests due to a high number of pending requests (e.g., for quality of service purposes). Requests may also have different priorities, or some requests may be avoided in some application contexts (e.g., the use of time-consuming queries may be avoided in highly synchronized and reactive environments).
Processing
The core of the broker processes the requests coming from the scheduler (i.e., update, query, subscribe and unsubscribe). As shown in Figure 5 , the main building blocks of the core are: the Query processor, the Update processor the Subscription Processing Unit (SPU) manager and a main thread holding a FIFO queue of update requests. While queries can be processed in parallel (i.e., multiple Query processor instances can run concurrently), updates are sequentially processed through a FIFO queue (i.e., only one instance of the Update processor can be active). As soon as a query arrives, it is sent to the underpinning SPARQL endpoint, and the decision on when to process such a query is made there. As most of the SPARQL endpoints are supposed to be able to process multiple requests in parallel, queuing together queries and updates could result in a substantial decrease of the performance. On the one hand, this means that the coherence of query processing (with respect to updates) is not granted, but on the other hand, this allows one to take advantage of all the processing power of the underpinning SPARQL endpoint.
Instead, the sequential processing of updates is a fundamental requirement to grant coherence on subscriptions' processing. In fact, as updates change the content of the RDF store, all the active subscriptions must be checked on the same RDF store snapshot. Because of that, a new update can only be processed after the processing of all subscriptions ended. More in detail, the Update processor and SPU manager are synchronized as follows. The core thread sends an update request to the Update processor and waits to receive a response. Once received, the response is forwarded to the publisher. It should be noted that, in this way, the publisher receives a response on the effective status of its update (i.e., the response to the publisher is not provided as soon as the request has been inserted into the FIFO queue, but once the response from the SPARQL endpoint has been received). At the application level, this allows to implement the synchronization mechanisms that are fundamental for the development of distributed applications. In case of a successful response, the core thread activates the SPU manager and waits to receive an end-of-processing (EOP) indication. The EOP indicates that all the active subscriptions have been processed. The core thread can so extract from the FIFO queue the next update request (if present) and send it to the Update processor.
With this approach, the update processing will never overlap with the subscription processing. This can be avoided only if the SPU manager does not need to perform queries on the SPARQL endpoint during subscription processing. There are two possibilities to implement this: (i) the SPU manager holds a local RDF store (i.e., cache) for each subscriptions (i.e., this is referred to as the Context Triple Store in [22] ); (ii) the SPU manager implements a subscription algorithm that does not require access to the knowledge base, like the one presented in [53] (based on the Rete algorithm [39] ). In both cases, the Update processor must return the triples that have been added or removed so that the SPU manager can track the evolution of the RDF store caches or the Rete network. In this scenario, the SPU manager is expected to indicate the EOP as soon as it receives an activate request (i.e., the request can be added to a synchronized queue), and the core can immediately start processing the next update request.
Subscription Processing Unit Manager
This section describes the internal structure of the Subscription Processing Unit (SPU) manager that processes the subscriptions. The SPU manager architecture is shown in Figure 6 . Each subscription is processed by an SPU that is instantiated by the Creator module when a subscribe request is received. The Creator module, by analyzing the SPARQL query, may instantiate a different kind of SPU (i.e., implementing a different algorithm) or link the subscription with an existing SPU (i.e., the SPARQL query is the same [54] ). An SPU is deallocated by the Destroyer module when an unsubscribe request is received. This may be issued directly by a client (see Section 3.2) or by the Dependability Manager (see Figure 4) if a client connection has been lost.
On each update received by the broker, the SPU manager is activated (see Activate in Figure 6 ). The Activator module activates all the SPUs and waits for all of them to complete processing. Then, it signals to the main core thread (see Figure 5 ) the effective end-of-processing (EOP) so that the next update request can be processed. SPUs run in parallel, and each SPU may also run on a different machine in a distributed computing environment.
An SPU implements the subscription algorithm and notifies its subscriber (or subscribers if the SPU is shared by multiple clients) of changes due to the last update (if any). As each subscription must be processed at any update, subscription processing shapes the scalability level. Here, multi-resolution approaches where a fast coarse-grained step filters out most unaffected subscriptions leaving the burden of detecting the need for notification to a few candidates, turn out to be particularly effective, as shown by the performance evaluation sections in [11, 22] . In particular, in [22] , an algorithm is presented that speeds up the query processing and the results matching by (i) binding variables before sending the query to the SPARQL endpoint and (ii) performing a fast filtering stage based on look-up tables to reduce the amount of subscriptions that are candidates to produce notifications. Another option to optimize the subscription processing could be to implement a Rete network as described in [53] . Discussion on subscriptions processing optimization is out of the scope of this paper, but the reader can refer to [55] for a discussion on how performance can be evaluated.
Application Design Pattern
The aim of this section is to present the application design pattern implemented by SEPA to achieve modular, extensible and cost-effective solutions (see Section 5.2). Section 5.1 provides the reader with a plethora of examples of applications that may benefit from SEPA. In Section 5.3 is presented the JSON SPARQL Application Profile (JSAP), as a means to describe an application, while two intentionally simple examples are presented in Section 5.4 to clarify the proposed application design pattern and the role played by Semantic Web technologies in the design of interoperable and extensible applications. Eventually, these two examples are also considered to provide some preliminary results of the evaluation of the SEPA baseline implementation (see Section 5.5).
Application Domains
In the following, we present some examples of applications that we argue may benefit from SEPA. The most immediate application is the monitoring of the Semantic Web itself: the subscribe/notify mechanism and the living SPARQL queries allow one to monitor Linked Data over time. Monitoring Linked Data are extremely interesting in order to understand, for example, at which rate the Semantic Web grows, how frequently data and links are modified, which evolution patterns can be identified, how the structure of information evolves, what is the nature of stored information, what is the granularity and how long data are available before disappearing from the Semantic Web.
Web applications, like search engines, use meta-data and semantics to improve search results, both in terms of topic coherence, number of results, user satisfaction, business opportunities and market impact potentially generated by the results. The most important players in the Web industry are trying to promote the annotation of Web pages through the adoption of standards, in order to increase the potentialities of the Semantic Web: Microsoft, Google and Yahoo promote Schema.org; Facebook developed the Open Graph Protocol (http://ogp.me/); while the e-commerce industry frequently adopts the GoodRelations vocabulary (http://www.heppnetz.de/projects/goodrelations/).
A more restricted class of Web applications that could significantly take advantage of SEPA are recommender systems, applications that use information provided by users, users' profiles and meta-data to generate recommendations. A few examples of works in this wide domain are [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] .
At the enterprise level, Semantic Web technologies can be adopted to develop inexpensive, scalable and incremental solutions for agile data integration and information classification [61] [62] [63] . Data integration is fundamental in enterprises in order to provide unified views of a large amount of information. Traditional solutions for data integration [64] are limited by the capabilities of database management systems, while the adoption of semantics can fill this gap in flexibility, ensuring system evolution and lowering maintenance costs.
Newspapers, televisions, governmental and public authorities, large enterprises and online global services rely on dynamic content management to produce and maintain information-rich Web sites and portals with very limited human intervention. Using technologies like ontology-driven reasoning [65] and automated topics aggregation/generation [66, 67] , dynamic content management allows one to create Web sites where the information dynamicity, the diversity of media format, the interactivity and automation cannot be achieved with traditional content management systems [68] .
The flexibility of SEPA allows one to address also domains completely different from the previous ones, including supply chain optimization, financial data monitoring and security. Every company has to deal with the complexity of a supply chain: changes of suppliers, changes of data managed, a high volume of data and a significant effort to generate a unified view of information are required. The financial domain is a wide and heterogeneous ecosystem where a huge amount of complex and valuable information is exchanged every day. It is an extremely dynamic world in constant evolution, characterized by a lack of interoperability and rapid changes. Increasing the control on financial information and the reactivity on its changes have an important economical and societal impact: monitor the health of financial markets, anticipate financial crisis, avoid frauds, protect investments, identify profitable business and investments and perform risk analysis. A great effort is currently spent to find a flexible model shared by all financial stakeholders: in October 2017, the Enterprise Data Management (EDM) Council released a new version of the Financial Industry Business Ontology (FIBO) (https://www.edmcouncil.org/financialbusiness), trying to push the financial community to adopt Semantic Web technologies and promote interoperability. As a final use case, we mention the security domain where future solutions will be more oriented toward the automatic identification of threats, frauds, vulnerabilities and attacks. An automated approach relies on a knowledge base that models the system and its vulnerabilities, in conjunction with an initial set of security patterns, that evolves in time depending on the identification of new vulnerabilities and on the attacks that the system undergoes.
Software Framework and Application Design Pattern
Recalling Figure 1 , a SEPA application is composed by agents (i.e., producers, consumers and aggregators), the interaction of which is mediated by vocabularies and rules defined through shared ontologies. While producers and consumers should be kept as simple as possible to be reused and shared by different applications, aggregators implement the application logic. Aggregators link the functionalities provided by producers and consumers in order to achieve the desired behaviors. To this end, they subscribe to events created by producers and create new events that may trigger actions of consumers or other aggregators. In general, the application logic implemented by an aggregator can be combinatorial (i.e., no context memory is needed) or sequential (i.e., the context evolution is stored into the aggregator internal context memory). Within SEPA, an aggregator plays the role played by an event processing agent within the event processing network presented in [69] .
The advantages of the proposed design guidelines are two-fold. First, since producers and consumers are implemented independently from a specific use case, they can be shared between different applications (i.e., by modifying existing or implementing new aggregators, the overall system functionality can be modified or extended indefinitely). This, of course, leads to cost savings also when new systems are deployed. Second, since the processing performed by consumers and producers is very simple, they may be implemented in resource-restricted devices.
SEPA provides the software framework shown in Figure 7 . Interoperability at the information level is granted by RDF/RDFS/OWL ontologies: as a best practice, application developers are recommended to adopt standard and recognized ontologies. The framework offers an API in several programming languages and at different levels of abstraction, to allow developers to choose the desired one (also with reference to the class of the device as defined in RFC7228 (https://tools.ietf.org/rfc/rfc7228.txt): low-level APIs implement the SPARQL 1.1 Secure Event Protocol (see Section 3), while higher level APIs provide an application design pattern that can be followed to enhance reuse, modularization and interoperability (see APCI, Aggregator Producer Consumer API, in Figure 7) . At the application level, SEPA promotes the reuse of software modules through the APCI: along with the adopted ontologies, an application can be characterized by the set of updates and subscribes issued by its agents. Within the APCI, each agent is linked to a specific primitive: a producer to an update, a consumer to a subscribe and an aggregator to a pair subscribe-update. 
The JSON SPARQL Application Profile
SEPA introduces the JSON SPARQL Application Profile (JSAP) (http://mml.arces.unibo.it/TR/ jsap.html) as a means to describe an application. JSAP is a JSON file, whose root structure is shown in Listing 12. JSAP allows describing a SEPA application by including the parameters needed to interact with one (or more) SEPA broker instance(s), along with all the SPARQL 1.1 Updates and Queries used by the application. Queries and updates can be written in a compact format thanks to the prefixed names for IRIs (https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3987). Prefixes are specified within the namespaces member (see Listing 12) , and the PREFIX keywords are automatically appended by the API to the SPARQL issued to the broker. The graphs member includes the optional HTTP query string parameters as defined by the SPARQL 1.1 Protocol for queries (i.e., default-graph-uri and named-graph-uri) and updates (using-graph-uri and using-named-graph-uri). The host member (see Listing 12) specifies the IP address of the broker (i.e., it can be overwritten by nested host members).
The sparql11protocol member (see Listing 13) and the sparql11seprotocol member (see Listing 14) allow one to configure the protocol (i.e., the former for updates and queries, while the latter for subscribes). The sparql11seprotocol member has two mandatory members: protocol and availableProtocols. The former specifies the protocol gate to be used (see Section 4.1). Such a protocol must be present as a JSON object within the availableProtocols member (i.e., the latter contains all the identifiers of the available protocol gates that can be used for subscriptions). The content of each member of "availableProtocols" is protocol specific. If present, the security member contains the parameters to connect to the OAuth service provided by the SEPA.
One of the main benefits of JSAP consists of the ability to create a template for an application, which can be fetched and modified at run-time to fit the application needs. This template acts as an identity card of an application. For example, a producer that updates the value of a temperature sensor will only need to fill a field in the template (i.e., the current value). Here is where the definition of forced bindings comes to help. A forced binding enables the developer to substitute at run-time a variable in a template with a custom value. To define forced bindings, the key forcedBindings must be used. The value is a JSON object. The variable of a forced binding is a key in that JSON object. Its value is again a JSON object containing the keys type and value. The type key is mandatory and must be one of uri, bnode or literal. The value key is optional and should be used to specify a default value for that variable.
All the SPARQL Updates and SPARQL Queries used by the application, along with their forced bindings, are respectively enumerated within the updates and queries members of the JSAP (see Listing 12), according to the structure shown in Listing 15. The scope of an update (or subscribe) can also be redefined with reference to the default protocol parameters (e.g., the host or the port). This can be achieved by overwriting one or more fields of the sparql11protocol member (for update and queries) or the sparql11seprotocol member (for subscribes). In this way, an application can interact with multiple SEPA brokers and/or SPARQL endpoints at the same time. For example, an aggregator can subscribe to a SEPA broker instance and publish on a SPARQL endpoint (i.e., storing events for later analysis).
Examples of the Design of a SEPA Application
In order to provide the reader with a better understanding of the SEPA application design pattern and the role of JSAP, this section presents two simple examples. The first can be considered as a minimum-working example aimed at explaining the proposed application design pattern (producer-aggregator-consumer) and the role of JSAP. It should be noted that this example shows how agents can interact and synchronize, fundamental requirements for the development of distributed applications. The second highlights the role of ontologies on defining a shared meaning, thus enabling interoperability at the information level. Raw sensor data gathered from an MQTT broker are contextualized and stored according to the W3C Semantic Sensor Network Ontology. Furthermore, these data are timestamped according to the W3C Time Ontology in OWL and inserted into a dedicated RDF Big Data store for future analysis.
The first example is a chat application where users exchange text messages. As shown in Figure 8 , a client is composed of three agents: a producer (Sender) and two aggregators (Receiver and Remover). The JSAP fragment of the application is listed in Appendix C.
In Figure 8 is shown the sequence of updates and notifications triggered by the action of sending a message from Client #1 (identified by the schema:PersonURI1 URI) to Client #2 (identified by the schema:PersonURI2 URI):
• When the two clients join the chat, their Receiver and Remover agents subscribe to the SEPA broker by replacing respectively the receiver forced binding in the SENT query and the sender forced binding in the RECEIVED query with the client identifier (e.g., schema:PersonURI1 for Client #1 and schema:PersonURI2 for Client #2).
• When Client #1 sends a new message to Client #2, it invokes the SEND update (1), first replacing the Sender and Receiver forced bindings with the current one (i.e., respectively schema:PersonURI1 and schema:PersonURI2) and the text binding with the message to be sent. The effect of the update is to create the bold graph shown in Figure 8 .
• This update triggers a notification for Client #2 (2): its Receiver agent inserts the dotted part of the graph to specify the receiving time. This is done by invoking the SET_RECEIVED update (3), replacing the message forced binding with the corresponding one included in the notification.
• This update triggers a notification on Client #1 (4): Client #1 knows at this time that Client #2 has received the message (i.e., clients are synchronized) and can delete the corresponding graph from the RDF store. This is done invoking the REMOVE update (5), replacing the message forced binding with the effective URI of the message to be removed. The effect of this update is two-fold: the RDF store is cleaned by all messages that have been received (i.e., the store contains only the messages that have been sent, but not yet received), and the Receiver agent is notified of the removed bindings (i.e., Client #2 is aware that Client #1 has been notified by the SET_RECEIVED update). The second example is a typical Internet of Things application consisting of monitoring sensor data. The application consists of four agents (see Figure 9 ) and is described by the JSAP shown in Listing 18.
Heterogeneous sensor data (e.g., soil moisture and temperature and humidity of some server control rooms) gathered by heterogeneous wireless sensor networks (e.g., DASH7 [70, 71] , LoRa (https://www.semtech.com/technology/lora/what-is-lora) and 6LowPan (https://tools.ietf.org/ html/rfc6282)) are sent over MQTT along with the temperatures of CPUs and hard disks of a set of servers. The application is an example of how raw data (i.e., the topic-value pairs provided by an MQTT broker) can be mapped into RDF triples. At the same time, it provides an overview of how to store temporal data for later analysis (i.e., based on SPARQL and semantic reasoning techniques [72] ). Information level interoperability is achieved through the use of the following ontologies: According to the core ontology SOSA (Sensor, Observation, Sample, and Actuator), the application maps each topic into an observation, providing the data value as the numeric value (i.e., qudt-1-1;numericValue) of a quantity (i.e., qudt-1-1:QuantityValue). The ontology has been extended with the arces-monitor:hasMqttTopic property that allows one to link an observation URI with a MQTT topic (see the "ADD_OBSERVATION" update in Listing 18 for details on how this mapping is performed). Mappings are dynamically added by the Topics Manager agent. A set of initial mappings can also be specified within the extended member of the JSAP (see Listing 12) . An example of the content of an entry used to map the topic pepoli/6lowpan/network/NODO1/Temperature with the arces-monitor:Pepoli-6lowpan-Nodo1-Temperature observation URI is shown in Listing 17. Data values are updated by the MQTT Adapter agent. On the one hand, the agent is subscribed to the MQTT broker (i.e., to all the topics using the "#" wildcard); on the other hand, it is subscribed, through the "TOPICS" query, to the mappings created by the Topics Manager. On every notification coming from the MQTT broker (i.e., topic-value), the MQTT Adapter agent finds the observation URI that matches with the topic and extracts the numeric value of the observed quantity from the value (i.e., using regular expressions). This is where the lack of information level interoperability comes out: the value has no a predefined format, and its meaning is unknown. Moreover, in some cases, the data identifier is embedded within the topic, while in other cases, it is included within the value: an agreement with the MQTT broker provider is required in order to parse and understand the content of each topic-value pair. On the contrary, semantic information is all described in RDF, identified by URIs and their meaning represented through ontologies.
The events generated by the MQTT Adapter agent are consumed by two different agents (see "OBSERVATIONS_VALUES" in Figure 9 ): the Web Application and the Big Data Storing Service. The former, based on the Java Script APIs, visualizes the data in a Web browser as shown in Figure 13 . The latter, through the "STORE_OBSERVATION" update, stores the events in a Big Data RDF store to be later analyzed. Events are time stamped according to the W3C Time Ontology in OWL. The discussion of the big data analysis techniques that could be used to extract meaningful information is out of the scope of this paper.
Experimental Evaluation and Preliminary Results
This section provides some preliminary results of the evaluation of the SEPA baseline implementation (https://github.com/arces-wot/SEPA) If on the one hand, a complete performance analysis like the one presented in [22] is out of scope, on the other hand, to provide evidence regarding the feasibility of the proposed architecture, some experiments have been done. The experiments are based on the two previously-presented examples. The SEPA broker here considered implements a naive subscription algorithm (i.e., on each update, all the subscriptions are evaluated and the results of the queries compared to the previous ones): the results represent a lower bound of the performance that could be achieved (e.g., a significant speed-up would be obtained by implementing smarter algorithms and approaches like the one presented in [11, 22, 53] ). All the experiments have been run on the following configuration: (i) a server (Ubuntu 15.04, Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2430 v2 @ 2.50 GHz, 64 GB RAM) hosting the SEPA broker and the Virtuoso Open Source SPARQL endpoint; (ii) a server (Ubuntu 16.04.2 LTS, QEMU Virtual CPU version (cpu64-rhel6) @ 2.2 GHz, 1 GB RAM) hosting the client applications.
The initial two experiments refer to the chat example. The first one aims at evaluating the overhead introduce by the SEPA broker on the underpinning SPARQL endpoint. A client performs the updates and queries used by the chat application (see Listing 16) in the same order shown in Figure 8 . In particular, the client issues 10 SEND updates, followed by 10 SENT queries, 10 SET_RECEIVED updates, 10 RECEIVED queries and 10 REMOVE updates. The time spent by the broker to handle each request has been sampled along with the time required by the SPARQL endpoint to perform each single SPARQL request (i.e., update or query). As shown in Figure 10 , in this experiment, the SEPA broker introduces an almost negligible overhead (i.e., 1.5%) to the update and query processing.
The second experiment provides the reader with an overview of the update time and the latency of notifications. It consists of a client sending to itself a stream of 100 messages. Messages are sent without any break, and each message produces the sequence of notifications and updates shown in Figure 8 (i.e., (1) SEND update; (2) SENT notification; (3) SET RECEIVED update; (4) RECEIVED notification; (5) REMOVE update). As shown in Figure 11 , the update time is almost limited by the SPARQL endpoint update time (attested around 50-100 ms, as shown in Figure 10 ). Figure 12 gives a first impression of the notification latency that can be provided by a SEPA broker. In this simple experiment, a notification is sent to a client with a latency of less then 60 ms.
The last experiment refers to the MQTT monitoring example. The system has been deployed and run for more than 45 days. A screenshot of the Web application developed to monitor the sensor data is shown in Figure 13 . Some preliminary dependability indicators (see Table 1 ) have been collected through a JMX console (see Figure 14) . This experiment demonstrates the feasibility of the proposed approach and provides an indication of the level of reliability granted by the baseline SEPA implementation. 
Conclusions
Over the last decade, research on Linked Data has focused on unlocking the potential behind sharing data on the Web scale. If on the one hand, as evidenced by the Web of Things, the lack of interoperability across platforms and application domains can be tackled through Semantic Web technologies and standards, on the other hand, such technologies are not ready for the development of distributed, dynamic, context-aware and decentralized Web applications. Furthermore, detecting and notifying about any change within the Linked Data would be a fundamental building block, as confirmed by the ICT community with standards like Linked Data Notifications and WebSub. However, for those scenarios requiring security and dealing with high frequency data changes, solutions are still missing.
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Appendix A. SPARQL 1.1 SE Protocol and Subscribe Language {"subscribe" : { "sparql":"The SPARQL query", "authorization":"Bearer Here goes the JWT",(optional) "alias":"Friendly name"(optional)}} Listing 1: SPARQL 1.1 Subscribe request.
{"notification" : { "spuid":"Subscription URI", "alias":"Friendly name"(optional), "sequence":Incremental index, "addedResults":{JSON results}, "removedResults":{JSON results}}} Listing 2: SPARQL 1.1 Notification.
{"unsubscribe" : { "spuid":"Subscription URI", "authorization":"Bearer Here goes the JWT"(optional)}} Listing 3: SPARQL 1.1 Unsubscribe request. 
Appendix B. JSON SPARQL Application Profile
{"host":"Host name or IP" , "sparql11protocol":{...}, "sparql11seprotocol":{...}}, "namespaces" : { "prefix-1":"namespace URI1" , ..., "prefix-N":"namespace URIn"}, "graphs": { (all are optional) "default-graph-uri":"...", "named-graph-uri":"...", "using-graph-uri":"...", "using-named-graph-uri":"..."}, "updates":{...}, "queries":{...}, "extended":{...}(optional)} Listing 12: JSAP structure. A JSAP includes, along with the protocol configuration parameters, all the SPARQL updates and queries used by an application. "sparql11protocol": { "host":"Name or IP",(optional) "protocol":"http", "port":8000, "query":{ "path":"/...", "method":"POST" "format":"JSON"} "update":{ "path":"/...", "method":"URLENCODED_POST" "format":"HTML"}} Listing 13: JSAP sparql11protocol member. It allows to define the SPARQL 1.1 Protocol configuration parameters, including the overwriting of the host if needed. -\",STRUUID()) ) AS ?message)}", "forcedBindings":{ "text":{"type":"literal"} , "sender":{"type":"uri"} , "receiver":{"type":"uri"}}}, "SET_RECEIVED":{"sparql" : "INSERT {?message schema:dateReceived ?time} WHERE {?message rdf:type schema:Message BIND(STR(now()) AS ?time)}", "forcedBindings":{ "message":{"type":"uri"}}}, "REMOVE":{"sparql" : "DELETE {?message ?p ?o} WHERE {?message rdf:type schema:Message . ?message ?p ?o}", "forcedBindings":{ "message":{"type":"uri"}}}, "queries":{ "SENT":{"sparql" : "SELECT ?message ?sender ?name ?text ?time WHERE {?message rdf:type schema:Message ; schema:text ?text ; schema:sender ?sender ; schema:toRecipient ?receiver ; schema:dateSent ?time . ?sender rdf:type schema:Person ; schema:name ?name . ?receiver rdf:type schema:Person} ORDER BY ?time", "forcedBindings":{ "receiver":{"type":"uri"}}}, "RECEIVED":{"sparql" : "SELECT ?message ?time WHERE {?message schema:sender ?sender ; schema:dateReceived ?time ; rdf:type schema:Message}", "forcedBindings":{ "sender":{"type":"uri"}}}}} Listing 16: JSAP of the chat example "semantic-mappings":{ ... "pepoli/6lowpan/network/NODO1/Temperature":{ "observation":"arces-monitor:Pepoli-6lowpan-Nodo1-Temperature", "unit":"qudt-unit-1-1:DegreeCelsius", "location":"arces-monitor:Star", "comment":"Server room temperature---Viale Pepoli (6LowPan)", "label":"Server room temperature"}, ...} Listing 17: MQTT mapping.
